BHAI JOGA SINGH PUBLIC SCHOOL
CLASS IV
Session 2020- 2021


SUBJECT - ENGLISH HOLIDAY’S HOMEWORK

Month of May brought long, hot days,
And now we have our summer holidays.
❖ Parents are requested to encourage their ward to do the activities
independently.
❖Get your children exposed to the fascinating world of fictitious characters
Through interesting story books. Few suggested internet sites to visit:
* http://www.pitara.com/
* http://www.funbrain.com/
* http://www.magickeys.com/ (Reading books)
* http://www.nationalgeographic.com/
❖Assign your children a few tasks which they can easily accomplish like filling
water bottles, keeping them in the refrigerator, watering the plants, cleaning
dishes, folding washed clothes etc.
❖ Revise all the assignments given so far. (Assignment no.1 to 13)
❖ Do the following work on A4 size sheets:
a) Write a letter to the principal of your school requesting her to grant you 2
days leave as you are feeling sick.
b) Write a paragraph on the topic- “Save Earth, Save Life.”
c) Write ten nouns each under the following headings:
Common noun
proper noun countable noun
uncountable noun
Abstract noun
collective nouns
❖ Do writing practice every day? [You can use articles from newspaper, your
old textbooks etc)
_______________________________________________________________
By- Ms Guneet Kaur

 SUBJECT – HINDI HOLIDAY’S HOMEWORK



SUBJECT – E.V.S HOLIDAY’S HOMEWORK

1. Make a poster on: Personal Hygiene.
2. Make a scrap file for the following:
i.
Make a list of “Internal organs and external organs of human
body- Paste/ Draw their pictures.
ii.
Draw/ paste the pictures related to safety measures for:
Home, Outdoors, Water fire and Food.
iii. Write a short note on “ COVID-19”.
iv.
Draw the parts of the tooth with explanation.
3. Learn the chapters done in the notebook.

 SUBJECT – MATHEMATICS HOLIDAY’S HOMEWORK
Make a separate notebook for holiday’s homework.
1. Write forward counting from 10,000 – 10,200 and backward from 10,200
– 10,000.
2. Write number names from 10,000 – 10,100
3. Learn tables from 2 to 20, and write them in your holiday’s homework
notebook.
4. Do 5 questions of each of addition of 5 digit numbers and subtraction of 4
digit numbers on regular basis.
5. Make a Poster of ABACUS, using Matchsticks, Bindis and Ice Cream
sticks.
6. Revise chapter 1, 2 and 3
7. Do the following Worksheets and Activities in your holiday’s homework
notebook.

WORKSHEET 1
1. State True/False: 788 + 1 = 789
1. true

2. false

2. State True/False: The sum of a number and 1 is the number itself.
1. true

2. False

3. State True/False: 6777 + 0 = 6778
1. true

2. false

4. State True/False: We can change the order of addends.
1. true

2. false

5. Fill in the blanks using properties of addition: ________ + 4132 = 4132
6. State True/False: The sum is always greater than each of addends
1. true

2. false

7.Fill in the blanks using properties of addition: 25437 + 0 = _______
8.Fill in the blanks using properties of addition: 23114 + (13445 + 16671) = (
________ + 13445) + 16671
9.Fill in the blanks using properties of addition: 11236 + 19632 = ______+
11236
10.Fill in the blanks using properties of addition: 43594 + 24351 = 24351 +
________
11 Tick the correct option: The sum of 800 + 200
1. 900

2. 1000

3. 100

4. 600

12.Tick the correct option: 5000 + 500 + 50 + 5 =
1. 555

2. 55

3. 5555

4. 5000

13.Tick the correct option: 11342 + 11432 = _____ + 11342
1. 11432

2. 1145

3. 11234

4. 1134

14.Tick the correct option: _____+6785=6785
1. 8

2. 5

3. 0

4. 1

15.Tick the correct option: 6000 + 600 + 10
1. 6166

2. 6022

3. 6202

4. 6616

16.Tick the correct option: The sum of 6754 + 1000 is
1. 6004

2. 7754

3. 7074

4. 6654

17.Tick the correct option: 2345 + 0 = ?
1. 2245

2. 2345

3. 2445

4. 0

3. 1001

4. 900

18.Tick the correct option: 999 + 1 = ?
1. 9000

2. 1000

WORKSHEET 2

1) In all India examination 25467 male candidates and 87652 female
candidates appeared. Find the total number of candidates appeared for the
examination.
2) There are 1276 red clips and 6754 white clips in a carton. What is the
total number of clips in the carton
3) There are 48213 bags of rice and 38241 bags of sugar in a godown. How
many total bags are there in the godown?
4) In an election there are four candidates. They received 39456, 24947,
8675 and 978 votes respectively. How many total votes polled in all?
5) The cost of an English book is Rs 678 and an Hindi notebook is Rs 604.
What is the total cost of both the books?

MATHEMATICS ACTIVITY TIME
ACTIVITY 1 - SOLVE THE PUZZLE .

ACTIVITY 2– COMPARING AND ORDERING NUMBERS.

ACTIVITY 3 – STUDY THE ABACUS (PUPPY PUZZLE )

ACTIVITY 4 – TOTAL PRODUCT PUZZLE

 SUBJECT – PUNJABI HOLIDAY’S HOMEWORK

